Thornquist and Crickmore (1) argue that from a Bernoulli process of average sample size (63 flies) and average effect (copying probability = 0.68), Danchin et al.'s (2, 3) data reject (at threshold = 0.05) the null model more often than expected. We believe they counted the same experiment twice (their 89% is consistent with 17 experiments, although there were 16), miscalculated the average sample size (average = 61.5, not 63), grounded their argument on a nonsignificant P value (their 89% corresponds to P = 0.11), and miscalculated their P value (P = 0.124, not their 0.11, taking variation in sample size into account). Thornquist and Crickmore argue that significant P values "clustered more closely to the usual threshold for accepting a result (P = 0.05) … than expected …" However, in addition to the mistakes above, which were transferred into their Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, they wrongly compared Danchin et al.'s P-value distribution to a distribution computed for an experiment of average sample size, while P-value distributions precisely depend on sample sizes (which vary in this dataset). Our own computation of 10,000 two-sided KS tests performed on P-value distributions obtained on simulated sets of 16 experiments of sample sizes equal to ours yielded ~9500 tests with a P value > 0.05 and an average P value = 0.43 ( Figs. 1 to 3 ). Thornquist and Crickmore argue that "[nonsignificant] P values [in the GLMM] are skewed strongly toward 1, indicating far lower variance in preference than would be expected from an unbiased set of experiments." We had long noticed that variance in mate copying was low relative to an average Bernoulli process. This is, however, exactly what is expected under a mixture of Bernoulli processes (Fig. 4) . Several factors may affect mate copying, that will lead to a reduced variance among treatments that are performed in parallel. This is a well-known mathematical feature of good experimental design. The variance will be even lower if females show anticonformity when stressed and a very high capacity to learn in the best conditions.
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Thornquist and Crickmore argue that transmission chain results more closely resemble the predicted mean of a Bernoulli process than expected by chance. Their argument is grounded on a nonsignificant P value (their P = 0.07, from their 10,000 simulations) which we were again unable to reproduce. Our own simulations yield P = 0.44; that is, 44% of simulated transmission chains were closer to the mean trajectory than the observed trajectory (1,000,000 simulations; Fig. 5 ). This is to be compared with P < 10 -6 for the null hypothesis: Without copying, all simulated chains were closer to the mean null trajectory than the observed trajectory. More generally, we argue that Thornquist and Crickmore discarded results where data matched the model's predictions and that this is a problematic scientific procedure ( Fig. 6 ).
Thornquist and Crickmore speculate that male coloring may be one source of experimental bias, the quantity of powder possibly affecting demonstration and test males of the same color. When females freely chose the males, demonstration and test males did not come from the same coloring vial. When females were introduced as already copulating with a male of a given color, this male was randomly imposed by the experimenter (4) . Their speculation about a "functional criterion for knowing whether enough color remains [being] mate copying [itself]" is incoherent, because coloring is finished before mate copying is assessed.
Thornquist and Crickmore note that Danchin et al. reported a significant effect of experimenter identity on mate copying. They also reported, importantly, that controlling Thornquist and Crickmore claim that systematic experimental error may explain the results of Danchin and colleagues. Their claim rests on mistakes in their analyses, for which we provide corrections. We reassert that conformity in fruitflies predicts long-lasting mate-preference traditions.
for it did not change the results. Thornquist and Crickmore propose a model of transmission chain based on that of Danchin et al. Their assumption that flies remain active at low air-pressure is surprising. Their model (their figure 2B) (2, 3) , where the inflection point occurs around 1007 hPa for short demonstration protocols and air pressure does not correlate with mate copying in long demonstration protocols. We thank Thornquist and Crickmore for their comment, and we reiterate that we welcome replications of this study. We invite researchers interested in studying social learning in Drosophila to visit us, as others have already done to develop together new approaches for invertebrate models of animal culture. Thornquist and Crickmore's method of discarding results when data fit prediction doubles the rate of wrong rejection of correct models. Asymptotically, discarding results because data match or mismatch any moment of a predicted distribution raises the rejection rate to 100% of correct models. figure 1C) , the density is not uniform, but highly skewed toward the mean.
